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Abstract
Multi-agent domains consisting of teams of agents that need to collaborate in an adversarial
environment offer challenging research opportunities. In this article, we introduce periodic team
synchronization (PTS) domains as time-critical environments in which agents act autonomously
with low communication, but in which they can periodically synchronize in a full-communication
setting. The two main contributions of this article are a flexible team agent structure and a method for
inter-agent communication. First, the team agent structure allows agents to capture and reason about
team agreements. We achieve collaboration between agents through the introduction of formations.
A formation decomposes the task space defining a set of roles. Homogeneous agents can flexibly
switch roles within formations, and agents can change formations dynamically, according to pre-
defined triggers to be evaluated at run-time. This flexibility increases the performance of the overall
team. Our teamwork structure further includes pre-planning for frequently occurring situations.
Second, the communication method is designed for use during the low-communication periods in
PTS domains. It overcomes the obstacles to inter-agent communication in multi-agent environments
with unreliable, single-channel, high-cost, low-bandwidth communication. We fully implemented
both the flexible teamwork structure and the communication method in the domain of simulated
robotic soccer, and conducted controlled empirical experiments to verify their effectiveness. In
addition, our simulator team made it to the semi-finals of the RoboCup-97 competition, in which
29 teams participated. It achieved a total score of 67–9 over six different games, and successfully
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demonstrated its flexible teamwork structure and inter-agent communication. Ó 1999 Elsevier
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1. Introduction
A multi-agent system which involves several agents that collaborate towards the
achievement of a joint objective is viewed as a team of agents. Most proposed teamwork
structures (e.g., joint intentions [7], shared plans [13]) rely on agents in a multi-agent
system to negotiate and/or contract with each other in order to initiate team plans. However,
in dynamic, real-time domains with limited communication, complex negotiation protocols
may take too much time and/or be infeasible due to communication restrictions.
Our work has been focused in time-critical environments in which agents in a team
alternate between periods of limited and unlimited communication. This focus motivates
the introduction of Periodic Team Synchronization (PTS) domains. In PTS domains, during
the limited communication periods, agents need to act autonomously, while still working
towards a common team goal. Time-critical environments require real-time response and
therefore eliminate the possibility of heavy communication among team agents. However,
in PTS domains, agents can periodically synchronize in a safe, full-communication setting.
Our work is situated in an example of a PTS domain, simulated robotic soccer [16].
In robotic soccer, teams can plan strategies before the game, at halftime, or at other
breakpoints, but during the course of the game, communication is limited. The soccer
server [25] is a widely used robotic soccer simulator with a single, low-bandwidth,
unreliable communication channel for all agents in the environment [1].
In this article, we describe our general team member agent architecture suitable for
creating teams of agents in PTS domains. This architecture includes a mechanism for
defining pre-determined multi-agent protocols accessible to the entire team, called locker-
room agreements. Within this team member agent architecture and using the locker-room
agreement, we define our flexible teamwork structure that allows for task decomposition
and dynamic role assignment in PTS domains. In addition, we define a communication
protocol in service of the locker-room agreement that is suitable for use during low-
communication periods in a class of PTS domains: domains with low-bandwidth, single
channel communication environments.
The team member agent architecture described in this article defines a complete agent,
including perception, cognition, and action. It is fully implemented as a simulated robotic
soccer team.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 expands upon the introduction of PTS
domains and the two main contributions of this article: a flexible teamwork structure
and a low-bandwidth communication paradigm. Section 3 presents the general agent
architecture within which both the flexible teamwork structure and the low-bandwidth
communication paradigm are situated. Sections 4 and 5 formally present the teamwork
structure and the communication paradigm, respectively. Section 6 gives details of our full
implementations of both main contributions of this article within the simulated robotic
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soccer domain. Section 7 presents extensive empirical results testing the effectiveness of
these implementations. Section 8 is devoted to discussion and related work and Section 9
concludes.
2. PTS domains
We define periodic team synchronization domains as domains with the following
characteristics:
• There is a team of autonomous agents A that collaborate towards the achievement of
a joint long-term goal G.
• Periodically, the team can synchronize with no restrictions on communication: the
agents can in effect inform each other of their entire internal states and decision-
making mechanisms with no adverse effects upon the achievement of G. These
periods of full communication can be thought of as times at which the team is “off-
line”.
• In general (i.e., when the agents are “on-line”):
– The domain is dynamic and real-time meaning that team performance is adversely
affected if an agent ceases to act for a period of time: G is either less likely to be
achieved, or likely to be achieved farther in the future. That is, consider agent ai .
Assume that all other agent behaviors are fixed and that were ai to act optimally,
G would be achieved with probability p at time t . If ai stops acting for a random
period of time and then resumes acting optimally, either:
∗ G will be achieved with probability p′ at time t with p′ <p; or
∗ G will be achieved with probability p at time t ′ with t ′ > t .
– The domain has unreliable communication, either in terms of transmission
reliability or bandwidth limits. In particular:
∗ If an agent ai ∈A sends a message m intended for agent aj ∈A, then m arrives
with some probability q < 1; or
∗ Agent ai can only receive x messages every y time units.
In the extreme, if q = 0 or if x = 0, then the periods of full communication are
interleaved with periods of no communication, requiring the agents to act completely
autonomously. In all cases, there is a cost to relying on communication. If agent ai cannot
carry on with its action until receiving a message from aj , then the team’s performance
could suffer. Because of the unreliable communication, the message might not get through
on the first try. And because of the dynamic, real-time nature of the domain, the team’s
likelihood of or efficiency at achievingG is reduced.
Robotic soccer is a PTS domain since teams can plan strategies before the game, at
halftime, or at other breakpoints; but during the course of the game, communication is
limited. For example, the soccer server’s communication protocol involves a single, low-
bandwidth, unreliable communication channel for all 22 agents [1].
In PTS domains, teams are long-term entities so that it makes sense for them to have
periodic, reliable, private synchronization opportunities in which they can form off-line
agreements for future use in unreliable, time-critical environments. This view of teams is
complementary to teams that form on the fly for a specific action and keep communicating
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throughout the execution of that action as in [7]. Instead, in PTS domains, teams define
coordination protocols during the synchronization opportunity and then disperse into the
environment, acting autonomously with limited or no communication possible.
It has been claimed that pre-determined team actions are not flexible or robust to
failure [40]. In the context of PTS domains, a key contribution of our work is the
demonstration that pre-determined multi-agent protocols can facilitate effective teamwork
while retaining flexibility. We call these pre-determined protocols locker-room agreements.
Formed during the periodic synchronization opportunities, locker-room agreements are
remembered identically by all agents and allow them to coordinate efficiently.
In this article, we present the team member agent architecture, an agent architecture
suited for team agents in PTS domains. The architecture allows for an agent to act
collaboratively based on locker-room agreements.
A first approach to PTS domains is to break the task at hand into multiple rigid roles,
assigning one agent to each role. Thus each component of the task is accomplished and
there are no conflicts among agents in terms of how they should accomplish the team
goal. However, such an approach is subject to several problems: inflexibility to short-term
changes (e.g., one robot is non-operational), inflexibility to long-term changes (e.g., a route
is blocked), and a lack of facility for reassigning roles.
We introduce instead formations as a teamwork structure within the team member agent
architecture. A formation decomposes the task space defining a set of roles with associated
behaviors. In a general scenario with heterogeneous agents, subsets of homogeneous agents
can flexibly switch roles within formations, and agents can change formations dynamically.
Within these PTS domains and our flexible teamwork structure, several challenges arise.
Such challenges include:
• how to represent and follow locker-room agreements;
• how to determine the appropriate times for agents to change roles and/or formations;
• how to ensure that all agents are using the same formation; and
• how to ensure that all roles in a formation are filled: since the agents are autonomous
and do not share memory, they could easily become uncoordinated.
Also within the team member agent architecture, we introduce a communication
paradigm appropriate for agents in PTS domains with single-channel, low-bandwidth,
unreliable communication during the dynamic, real-time (on-line) phases of operation. Not
all PTS domains have such communication environments, but agents operating in those that
do can implement this communication paradigm within their locker-room agreements.
In a nutshell, the contributions of this article are: the introduction of the concepts of
PTS domains and locker-room agreements; the definition of a general team member agent
architecture structure for defining a flexible teamwork structure; the facilitation of smooth
transitions among roles and entire formations; a method for using roles to define pre-
compiled multi-step, multi-agent plans; and techniques for dealing with the obstacles to
inter-agent communication during the low-communication periods of PTS domains with
single-channel, low-bandwidth, unreliable communication during the “on-line” periods.
In addition to simulated robotic soccer, there are several other examples of PTS
domains, such as hospital/factory maintenance [9], multi-spacecraft missions [30], search
and rescue, and battlefield combat [40]. There are also several other domains with
similar communication requirements to the ones considered here. For example, aural
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communication in crowded settings is one. Both people and robots using aural sensors [11]
must contend with multiple simultaneous audible streams. They also have a limit to the
amount of sound they can process in a given amount of time, as well as to the range within
which communication is possible. Another example of such a communication environment
is arbitrarily expandable systems. If agents are not aware of what other agents exist in the
environment, then all agents must use a single universally-known communication channel,
at least in order to initiate communication.
3. Architecture overview
The team member agent architecture is suitable for PTS domains. Individual agents
can capture locker-room agreements and respond to the environment, while acting
autonomously. Based on a standard agent paradigm, our team member agent architecture
allows agents to sense the environment, to reason about and select their actions, and to act
in the real world. At team synchronization opportunities, the team also makes a locker-
room agreement for use by all agents during periods of limited communication. Fig. 1
shows the functional input/output model of the architecture.
The agent keeps track of three different types of state: the world state, the locker-room
agreement, and the internal state. The agent also has two different types of behaviors:
internal behaviors and external behaviors.
• The world state reflects the agent’s conception of the real world, both via its sensors
and via the predicted effects of its actions. It is updated as a result of interpreted
sensory information. It may also be updated according to the predicted effects of the
external behavior module’s chosen actions. The world state is directly accessible to
both internal and external behaviors.
Fig. 1. A functional input/output model of the team member agent architecture for PTS domains.
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• The locker-room agreement is set by the team when it is able to privately synchronize.
It defines the flexible teamwork structure and the inter-agent communication
protocols, if any. The locker-room agreement is accessible only to internal behaviors.
• The internal state stores the agent’s internal variables. It may reflect previous
and current world states, possibly as specified by the locker-room agreement. For
example, the agent’s role within a team behavior could be stored as part of the internal
state. A window or distribution of past world states could also be stored as a part of
the internal state. The agent updates its internal state via its internal behaviors.
• The internal behaviors update the agent’s internal state based on its current internal
state, the world state, and the team’s locker-room agreement.
• The external behaviors reference the world and internal states, and select the actions
to send to the actuators. The actions affect the real world, thus altering the agent’s
future percepts. External behaviors consider only the world and internal states,
without direct access to the locker-room agreement.
Internal and external behaviors are similar in structure, as they are both sets of
condition/action pairs where conditions are logical expressions over the inputs and actions
are themselves behaviors as illustrated in Fig. 2. In both cases, a behavior is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) of arbitrary depth. The leaves of the DAGs are the behavior types’
respective outputs: internal state changes for internal behaviors and action primitives for
external behaviors. One leaf is illustrated in Fig. 2.
This notion of behavior is consistent with that laid out in [22]. In particular, behaviors
can be nested at different levels: selection among lower-level behaviors can be considered
a higher-level behavior, with the overall agent behavior considered a single “do-the-task”
behavior. There is one such top-level internal behavior and one top-level external behavior;
they are called when it is time to update the internal state or act in the world, respectively.
The following section introduces the teamwork structure that builds upon this team
member agent architecture. The teamwork structure is designed for use in PTS domains. It
exploits the locker-room agreement and the behavior definitions of the team member agent
architecture.
Fig. 2. Behaviors in the team member agent architecture. Both internal and external behaviors are organized as
directed acyclic graphs.
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4. Teamwork structure
Common to all players, the locker-room agreement includes the team structure while
team members are acting in a time-critical environment with limited or no communication.
In this section, we present our teamwork structure. It defines:
(1) flexible agent roles with protocols for switching among them;
(2) collections of roles built into team formations; and
(3) multi-step, multi-agent plans for execution in specific situations: set-plays.
The teamwork structure indirectly affects the agent external behaviors by changing the
agents’ internal states via internal behaviors.
4.1. Roles
A role, r , consists of a specification of an agent’s internal and external behaviors. The
conditions and arguments of any behavior can depend on the agent’s current role, which
is a function of its internal state. At the extreme, a top-level external behavior could be a
switch, calling an entirely different behavior sub-graph for each possible role. However,
the role can affect the agent’s overall behavior at any level of its behavior graph: it could
affect just the arguments of a behavior deeply embedded in the behavior graph.
Roles may be rigid, completely specifying an agent’s behavior. Or they may be flexible,
leaving a certain degree of autonomy to the agent filling the role. For example, consider an
agent that has access to a clock and that can blow a whistle. Role r could rigidly specify
that the agent filling it must blow a whistle on the hour every hour. On the other hand, role
r could leave some flexibility to the agent that fills it, specifying that no fewer than 25%
but no more than 75% of the times that the hour changes, the agent must blow a whistle. In
this case, the agent must stay within a parametric range in order to successfully fill the role,
but on every given hour change, it can choose for itself what to do. By specifying ranges
of parameters or behavior options, the agent filling role r can be given an arbitrary amount
of flexibility.
A role in the robotic soccer domain, can be a position such as a midfielder. In the
hospital maintenance domain, a role could specify the wing of the hospital whose floors
the appropriate agent should keep clean, while in the web search domain, it could specify
a server to search.
4.2. Formations
We achieve collaboration between agents through the introduction of formations.
A formation decomposes the task space defining a set of roles. Formations include as many
roles as there are agents in the team, so that each role is filled by one agent. In addition,
formations can specify sub-formations, or units, that do not involve the whole team. A unit
consists of a subset of roles from the formation, a captain, and intra-unit interactions among
the roles.
For a team of n agents A= {a1, a2, . . . , an}, any formation is of the form
F = {R,U1,U2, . . . ,Uk},
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where R is a set of roles R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} such that i 6= j ⇒ ri 6= rj . Note that there are
the same number of roles as there are agents. However, it is possible to define redundant
roles such that the behavior specification of ri is equivalent to that of rj (i 6= j ). Each unit
Ui is a subset of R: Ui = {ri1, ri2, . . . , rik} such that ria ∈ R, a 6= b⇒ ria 6= rib and ri1
is the captain, or unit leader. The map A 7→ R is not fixed: roles can be filled by different
homogeneous agents. A single role may be a part of any number of units and formations.
Units are used to deal with local problem solving issues. Rather than involving the entire
team in a sub-problem, the roles that address it are organized into a unit. Captains are unit-
members with special privileges in terms of directing the other unit members.
Roles and formations are introduced independently from the agents that are to fill them.
The locker-room agreement specifies an initial formation; an initial map from agents
to roles; and run-time triggers for dynamic changing of formations. At any given time,
each agent has an opinion as to what formation the team is currently using. Agents
keep mappings A 7→ R from teammates to roles in the current formation. All this team
structuring information is stored in the agent’s internal state. It can be altered via the agent’s
internal behaviors.
Since agents are autonomous and operating in a PTS domain, during the periods of
limited communication there is no guarantee that they will all think that the team is using
the same formation, nor that they have accurate mapsA 7→ R. In fact, the only guarantee is
that each agent knows its own current role. Thus, in our implementation of the teamwork
structure, we create robust behaviors for team agents which do not depend upon having
Fig. 3. A team of agents smoothly switching roles and formations over time. Different roles are represented as
differently shaded circles. Formations are possibly overlapping collections of roles. Units within the formations
are indicated within a dotted enclosure. The definitions of all roles, formations, and units are known to all agents.
An agent’s current role is indicated by the shaded circle in its head and its current formation is indicated by an
arrow to the formation. The agents first switch roles while staying in the same formation; then they switch to an
entirely new formation.
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correct, up-to-date knowledge of teammates’ internal states: they degrade gracefully. When
limited communication is available, efficient low-bandwidth communication protocols can
allow agents to inform each other of their roles periodically. Fig. 3 illustrates a team of
agents smoothly switching roles and formations over time.
4.3. Set-plays
As a part of the locker-room agreement, the team can define multi-step multi-agent plans
to be executed at appropriate times. Particularly if there are certain situations that occur
repeatedly, it makes sense for the team to devise plans for those situations ahead of time.
We define a set-play as the combination of:
• a trigger condition indicating the set of states in which the set-play is activated; and
• a set of set-play roles Rsp = {spr1, . . . , sprm}, m6 n, defining the actions to be taken
by the participants in the set-play; each set-play role spri includes:
– a set-play behavior to be executed; and
– a termination condition indicating the set of states in which an agent should cease
filling the set-play role and resume its normal behavior.
The set-plays are defined in the locker-room agreement so that they are known to all
agents on the team. Note that a set-play need not involve the entire team: m 6 n. The
locker-room agreement also includes a general function to map roles in a formation to
roles in a set-play: F 7→Rsp. Thus set-play roles are not assigned to pre-determined agents;
instead they are filled by whichever agent is filling the appropriate role in the team’s current
formation.
5. Communication paradigm
The teamwork structure defined in Section 4 is designed to be appropriate for all PTS
domains. In the subclass of PTS domains with single-channel, low-bandwidth, unreliable
communication during the periods of limited communication, such as the soccer server, the
communication paradigm defined in this section is also appropriate. The communication
paradigm further illustrates the use of the locker-room agreement within the team member
agent architecture. Recall that PTS domains may have no communication possible during
the “on-line” periods. In those cases, of course, the communication paradigm presented
here does not apply.
Domains with single-channel, low-bandwidth, unreliable communication raise several
challenges for inter-agent communication. The locker-room agreement can be used to make
inter-agent communication more efficient and reliable. The five challenges addressed by
our communication approach are:
(1) Team members need some method of identifying which messages on the single
channel are intended for which agent.
(2) Since there is a single communication channel, agents must be prepared for
active interference by hostile agents. A hostile agent could mimic messages it has
previously heard at random times.
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Table 1
The characteristics and challenges of the type of communication environment
considered in this article
Communication environment Challenges
• Many agents, teams • Message targeting and distinguishing
• Single-channel • Robustness to active interference
• Low-bandwidth • Multiple simultaneous responses
• Unreliable • Robustness to lost messages
• Team coordination
(3) Since the communication channel has low bandwidth, the team must prevent itself
from “talking all at once”. Many communication utterances call for responses from
all team members. However, if all team members respond simultaneously, few of
the responses will get through.
(4) Since communication is unreliable, agents must be robust to lost messages: their
behaviors cannot depend upon receiving communications from a teammate.
(5) Teams must determine how to maximize the chances that they are using the same
team strategy (formation) despite the facts that each is acting autonomously and that
communication is unreliable.
The characteristics and challenges of this communication environment are summarized in
Table 1.
In order to meet these challenges, a team uses messages with the following fields, all of
whose syntax and semantics are defined within the locker-room agreement:
• The 〈team-identifier〉 identifies messages from within the team as opposed to another
team in an adversarial environment.
• The 〈unique-team-member-ID〉 is a different sequential integer assigned to each team
member.
• The 〈encoded-time-stamp〉 is a security code that can be used to verify a message’s
authenticity.
• The 〈time-stamped-team-strategy〉 indicates the current formation that the sender
believes the team is using.
• The 〈selected-internal-state〉 can contain portions of the sender’s internal state.
• The 〈message-type〉 and 〈message-data〉 contain the semantic content of the individ-
ual message. The messages can use any syntactic and semantic codes (KQML [10]
and KIF [12], for example). The locker-room agreement also includes a mapping from
message type to response requirements.
• The 〈target〉 indicates the intended recipient(s) of the message. It could be intended
for a single team member identified either by 〈unique-team-member-ID〉 or by role
within the team’s current formation; for a unit of the current formation; or for all team
members.
In addition to the protocol defined within the locker-room agreement, some internal
state variables need to be devoted to communication. When an agent hears a message,
it interprets it and updates the world state to reflect any information transmitted by
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the message. It also stores the content of the message as a special variable last-
message. Furthermore, based on the locker-room agreement, an internal behavior
then updates the internal state. If the message requires a response, three variables in
the internal state are manipulated by an internal behavior: response, response-
flag, and communicate-delay. response is the actual response that should
be given by the agent as determined in part by the locker-room agreement. All three
of these variables are then referenced by an external behavior to determine when a
response should be given. For example, one condition–action pair of the top-level external
behavior might be: if (response-flag set and communicate-delay=0)
then say (response).
The remainder of this section details how these particular message fields and internal
state variables can be used to meet the challenges summarized in Table 1.
5.1. Message targeting and distinguishing
Since there is a single communication channel, agent ai hears messages sent by all
agents whether or not they are intended for it. Messages sent by agents from another
team are completely ignored. Messages sent by a teammate are identified by the 〈team-
identifier〉 field. Since all team members know the locker-room agreement, agents monitor
all messages from teammates to determine their teammates’ internal states, even if the
content of the message is intended for another teammate.
Agents can distinguish messages that are intended for them by checking the 〈team-
identifier〉 and 〈target〉 fields. An agent ai pays attention to a message from a member of
the same team that is targeted to ai , to the entire team, or to some subset of the team that
includes ai . The 〈target〉 field could identify an individual agent either by its unique ID
number or by the role that it is currently playing. Thus, a message could be sent to the
agent playing a particular role without knowing which agent that is. Similarly, a message
could be targeted towards all agents in a unit of the team’s current formation.
5.2. Robustness to active interference
The only further difficulty related to an agent distinguishing which messages are
intended for it arises in the presence of active interference. Consider a hostile agent h
which hears a message that is directed to ai at time t . h has full access to the message
since all agents use the same communication channel. Thus if h remembers the message
and sends an identical message at time u, agent ai will mistakenly believe that the message
is from a teammate. Although the message was appropriate at time t , it may be obsolete at
time u and it could potentially confuse ai as h might intend.
This potential difficulty is avoided with the 〈encoded-time-stamp〉 field. Even a simple
time stamp is likely to safeguard against interference since h is not privy to the locker-
room agreement: it does not necessarily know which field is the time stamp. However,
if h discovers which field is the time stamp by noticing that it always matches the time
of the message, it could alter the field based on the time elapsed between times t and u.
Indeed, if there is a globally accessible clock, h would simply have to replace t with u
in the message. However, the team can safeguard against such interference techniques by
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encoding the time-stamp using an injective function chosen as a part of the locker-room
agreement. This function can use any of the other message fields as arguments in order to
make decryption as difficult as possible. The only requirement is that a teammate receiving
the message can invert the function to determine the time at which the message was sent.
If the time at which it was sent is either too far in the past or in the future (according
to the locker-room agreement), then the message can be safely ignored. In particular, the
locker-room agreement has a variable message-lag-tolerance encoding this time.
If a message sent at time t arrives at time u with
u− t > message-lag-tolerance,
then the message is ignored.
By observing enough messages and comparing them with the actual time, it is
theoretically possible for hostile agents to crack simple codes and alter the 〈encoded-time-
stamp〉 field appropriately before sending a false message. However, the function can be
made arbitrarily complex so that such a feat is intractable within the context of the domain.
If secrecy is critical and computation unconstrained, a theoretically safe encryption scheme
can be used. The degree of complexity necessary depends upon the number of messages
that will be sent after the locker-room agreement. With few enough messages, even a
simple linear combination of the numerical message fields may suffice.
5.3. Multiple simultaneous responses
The next challenge to meet is that of messages that require responses from several
teammates. However, not all messages are of this type. For example, a message meaning
“where are you?” requires a response, while “look out behind you” does not. Therefore
it is first necessary for agents to classify messages in terms of whether or not they
require responses as a function of the 〈message-type〉 field. Since the low-bandwidth
channel prevents multiple simultaneous responses, the agents must also reason about
the number of intended recipients as indicated by the 〈target〉 field. Taking these two
factors into account, there are six types of messages, indicated here as a1, a2, a3, b1, b2,
and b3:
Message target Response requested
No Yes
Single agent a1 b1
Whole team a2 b2
Part of team a3 b3
When hearing any message, the agent updates its internal beliefs of the other agent’s
status as indicated by the 〈time-stamped-team-strategy〉 and 〈selected-internal-state〉 fields.
However, only when the message is intended for it does it consider the content of the
message. Then it uses the following algorithm in response to the message:
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(1) If the message requires no response (types a1, a2, a3), the agent simply updates its
internal state.
(2) If the message requires a response, then set response to the appropriate response
message, response-flag = 1 and
• If the agent was the only target (type b1), respond immediately:
communicate-delay = 0;
• If the message is sent to more than one target (types b2 and b3), set communi-
cate-delay based on the difference between the 〈unique-team-member-ID〉 of
the message sender and that of the receiver. Thus each teammate responds at a
different time, leaving time for teammate messages to go through.
An internal behavior keeps decrementing communicate-delay as time passes. An
external behavior uses the communication condition–action pair presented above:
if (response-flag set and communicate-delay=0)
then say (response)
where say is an actuator primitive. Players also set the communicate-delay variable
in the event that they need to send multiple messages to the same agent in a short time.
This communication paradigm allows agents to continue real-time acting while reasoning
about the appropriate time to communicate.
5.4. Robustness to lost messages
In order to meet the challenge raised by unreliable communication leading to lost
messages, agents must not depend on communication to act. Communication is structured
so that it helps agents update their world and internal states. But agents do not stop acting
while waiting for communications from teammates. As brought up in [39], such a case
could cause infinite looping if a critical teammate fails to respond for any reason. As well
as continuing to act while waiting for communicate-delay to expire, agents ensure
that they do not rely on inter-agent communication by continuing to act while waiting
for responses from teammates. They also maintain world and internal states without help
from teammates. Communication can improve the reliability of an agent’s world state by
elucidating some of an agent’s hidden state; but communication is not necessary for an
agent to maintain a reasonable approximation of the world state.
5.5. Team coordination
Finally, team coordination is difficult to achieve in the face of the possibility that
autonomous team members may not agree on the 〈time-stamped-team-strategy〉 or the
mapping from teammates to roles within the team strategy. Again, there are no disastrous
results should team members temporarily adopt different strategies; however, they are more
likely to achieve their goal G if they can stay coordinated.
One method of coordination is via the locker-room agreement. Agents agree on globally
accessible environmental cues as triggers for switches in team strategy. Another method of
coordination which complements this first approach is via the time stamp. When hearing
a message from a teammate indicating that the team strategy is different from the agent’s
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current idea of the team strategy, the agent adopts the more recent team strategy: if the
received message’s team strategy has a time-stamp that is more recent than that on the
agent’s current team strategy, it switches; otherwise it keeps the same team strategy and
informs its teammate of the change. Thus changes in team strategy can quickly propagate
through the team.
In particular, suppose that agent ai heard at time t that the team formation is F1. It
then hears a message from agent aj indicating that the team formation was set to F2 at
time u. If t < u, then F2 is a more recent team decision and it updates its notion of the
team’s formation to F2. However, if u < t , it is agent aj that has an obsolete view of the
formation. ai then sends a message to aj indicating in the 〈time-stamped-team-strategy〉
field that the formation was set to F1 at time t , thus causing aj to update its notion of the
team’s formation. In the rare even that t = u, the locker-room agreement must specify an
order of precedence among roles in order for the agents to determine which agent’s idea of
the current formation to regard as correct.
Depending on the available bandwidth in the particular application, the 〈selected-
internal-state〉 can also be used to facilitate team coordination by helping to keep the team
members up-to-date regarding the mappingA 7→R, and perhaps regarding object locations
that might be hidden to individual agents.
6. Implementation in the robotic soccer domain
Robotic soccer is a very good example of a PTS domain: teams can coordinate before
the game, at half-time, and at other break points, but communication is limited during
play [17]. Introduced by Mackworth [20], the robotic soccer domain has been gaining
popularity as an AI and robotics test-bed, with systems having been recently developed
both in simulation and with real robots [16]. Robotic soccer is a multi-agent domain
with heterogeneous (at least two types of agents even if each team is homogeneous),
communicating agents. For a survey of research issues arising in this type of domain,
see [33]. The research presented in this article was first developed in simulation and some
of it has also been successfully used on our real robot team [42].
The soccer server [1,25], which serves as the substrate simulator for the research
reported in this article, captures enough real-world complexities to be a very challenging
domain. This simulator is realistic in many ways:
(i) the players’ vision is limited;
(ii) the players can communicate by posting to a blackboard that is visible (but not
necessarily intelligible) to all players;
(iii) each player is controlled by a separate process;
(iv) each team has 11 members;
(v) players have limited stamina;
(vi) actuators and sensors are noisy;
(vii) dynamics and kinematics are modeled; and
(viii) play occurs in real time: the agents must react to their sensory inputs at roughly
the same speed as human or robotic soccer players.
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Table 2
Characteristics of the soccer server communication model
• All 22 agents (including adversaries) on same channel
• Limited communication range and capacity
• No guarantee of sounds getting through
• Instantaneous communication
The soccer server was successfully used as the basis for the RoboCup-97 simulator
competition in which 29 teams participated [17].
As presented in [1] the soccer server models a communication environment appropriate
in a time-pressured, crowded environment. All 22 agents (11 on each team) use a single,
unreliable communication channel. When one agent speaks, agents on both teams can
hear the message immediately along with the (relative) direction from which it came. The
speaker is not inherently known. Agents have a limited communication range, hearing only
messages spoken from within a certain distance. They also have a limited communication
capacity, hearing a maximum of 1 message every 200 msec (actions are possible every 100
msec, so if all other agents are speaking as fast as they can, only 1 of every 42 messages will
be heard). Thus communication is extremely unreliable. We use version 3 of this simulator
for the research reported in this article.
This section details the full implementations of both main contributions of this
article: the flexible teamwork structure and the novel communication paradigm. Both
implementations are unified within the same robotic soccer system: the CMUnited-97
simulator team [34].
6.1. Teamwork structure implementation
One approach to task decomposition in the soccer server is to assign fixed positions to
agents. 2 Such an approach leads to several problems:
(i) short-term inflexibility in that the players cannot adapt their positions to the ball’s
location on the field;
(ii) long-term inflexibility in that the team cannot adapt to opponent strategy; and
(iii) local inefficiency in that players often get tired running across the field back to their
positions after chasing the ball.
Our formations allow for flexible teamwork and combat these problems. (As the term
“position” is often used to denote the concept of “role” in the soccer domain, in this section
we use the two terms interchangeably.)
This section describes the CMUnited-97 simulator team implementation of the team-
work structure presented in Section 4. In the context of the team member agent architecture
in Section 3, it covers the locker-room agreement, the internal behaviors, and the internal
state.
2 One of the teams in Pre-RoboCup-96 [15] used and depended upon these assignments: the players would pass
to the fixed positions regardless of whether there was a player there.
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Fig. 4. An example of a simplified top-level external behavior for a robotic soccer player.
Fig. 5. Different positions with home coordinates and home and max ranges.
6.1.1. Domain instantiations of roles and formations
Fig. 4 shows a simplified top-level external behavior used by a team agent. The agent’s
top priority is to locate the ball. If the ball’s location is known, it moves towards the ball or
goes to its position (i.e., to assume its role), depending on its internal state. It also responds
to any requested communications from teammates.
The referenced “handle ball” and “passive offense” behaviors may be affected by the
agent’s current role and/or formation. Such effects are realized by references to the internal
state either at the level of function arguments (args1, args2), or within sub-behaviors. None
of the actions in the condition–action pairs here are action primitives; rather, they are calls
to lower-level behaviors.
The definition of a position includes home coordinates, a home range, and a maximum
range, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The position’s home coordinates are the default location to
which the agent should go. However, the agent has some flexibility, being able to set its
actual home position anywhere within the home range. When moving outside of the max
range, the agent is no longer considered to be in the position. The home and max ranges of
different positions can overlap, even if they are part of the same formations.
A formation consists of a set of positions and a set of units (as defined in Section 4.2).
The formation and each of the units can also specify inter-position behavior specifications
for the member positions, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a). In this case, the formations specify
inter-role interactions, namely the positions to which a player should consider passing
the ball. We use decision tree learning to help players decide where to pass [37]. Fig. 6(b)
illustrates the units, the roles involved, and their captains. Here, the units contain defenders,
midfielders, forwards, left players, center players, and right players.
Since the players are all autonomous, in addition to knowing its own role, each one
has its own belief of the team’s current formation along with the time at which that
formation was adopted, and a map of teammates to positions. Ideally, the players have
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Fig. 6. (a) A possible formation (4-3-3) for a team of 11 players. Arrows represent passing options. (b) Positions
can belong to more than one unit.
consistent beliefs as to the team’s state, but this condition cannot be guaranteed between
synchronization opportunities.
For example, consider the passive offense behavior in Fig. 4. This external behavior
references the agent’s internal state via a series of function calls. Specifically, the agent is
to move to some location within the home range of its current position in the team’s current
formation:
TargetLocation∈ HomeRange(MyPosition(CurrentFormation()))
(1)
where HomeRange(p) returns the home range of position p; MyPosition(f) returns
a player’s own current position in formation f ; and CurrentFormation() returns
the player’s own opinion of the team’s current formation. Thus the internal behaviors that
determine the player’s current position and formation affect its external behavior. Notice
that by specifying a range of possible locations, the role leaves some flexibility to the
autonomous player: it can choose which specific TargetLocation to move to within
the range.
Different roles can also have entirely different external behaviors. As presented in
Section 4.1, each role could have an entirely different external behavior subgraph.
Our teamwork structure for PTS domains allows for several significant features in our
simulated soccer team. These features are: (i) the definition of switching among multiple
formations with units; (ii) flexible position adjustment and position switching; and (iii)
pre-defined special purpose plays (set-plays).
6.1.2. Dynamic switching of formations
We implemented several different formations, ranging from very defensive (8-2-0) to
very offensive (2-4-4). 3 The full definitions of all of the formations are a part of the
3 Soccer formations are typically described as the X-Y-Z where X, Y, and Z are the number of defenders,
midfielders, and forwards, respectively. It is assumed that the eleventh player is the goaltender [18].
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locker-room agreement. Therefore, they are all known to all teammates. However during
the periods of full autonomy and limited communication, it is not necessarily known what
formation the rest of the teammates are using. Three approaches can be taken to address
this problem:
• Static formation: The formation is set by the locker-room agreement and never
changes.
• Run-time formation switch: During team synchronization opportunities, the team sets
globally accessible run-time evaluation metrics as formation-changing indicators.
• Communication-triggered formation switch: One team member decides that the team
should switch formations and communicates the decision to teammates.
Both run-time formation switches and communication-triggered formation switches are
internal behaviors. The run-time triggers and communication protocols are defined in the
locker-room agreement. When a run-time evaluation metric indicates that the formation
should change, or when a heard communication triggers a formation change, an internal
behavior changes the player’s opinion of the team’s formation in its internal state.
This change in internal state can then affect external behaviors. For example, a switch
in formations changes the output of the CurrentFormation() function in Eq. (1).
The outputs of MyPosition() and HomeRange() are also altered: the new formation
consists of a different collection of roles with different home ranges. Thus the passive
offense external behavior changes as a result of the formation switch.
The CMUnited-97 simulator team uses run-time formation switches. Based on the
amount of time left relative to the difference in score: the team switches to an offensive
formation if it was losing near the end of the game and a defensive formation if it was
winning. Specifically, the team starts out in a 4-4-2 formation. If 1Minutes is the number
of minutes left in the game, and1Score is the difference in score (1Score> 0 if the team
is winning; 1Score< 0 if the team is losing), then the team uses the following run-time
formation-switching algorithm:
• If 1Score< 0 and −1Score>1Minutes, then switch to a 3-3-4 formation;
• If 1Score> 0 and 1Score>1Minutes, then switch to a 8-2-0 formation;
• Otherwise switch to (or stay in) a 4-4-2 formation.
Since each agent is able to independently keep track of the score and time, the agents are
always able to switch formations simultaneously.
Communication-triggered formation switches have also been implemented and tested.
Details are presented in the context of the communication paradigm implementation
(Section 6.2).
6.1.3. Flexible positions
As emphasized throughout, homogeneous agents can play different positions. But such
a capability raises the challenging issue of when the players should change positions.
In addition, with teammates switching positions, a player’s internal player-position map
A 7→ R could become incorrect and/or incomplete. The locker-room agreement provides
procedures to the team that allow for coordinated role changing. In CMUnited’s case, the
locker-room agreement designates an order of precedence for the positions within each
unit. Unless their pursuit of the ball leads them from their position, players only switch
into a more important position than their current position.
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By switching positions within a formation, the overall joint performance of the team can
be improved. Position-switching has the potential to save player energy and to allow them
to respond more quickly to the ball. However, switching positions can also cause increased
player movement if a player has to move across the field to occupy its new position. Players
must weight the possible costs and benefits before deciding to switch positions.
Like switching formations, switching positions can change external behaviors via their
references to the internal state. In Eq. (1), switching positions changes the value of returned
by MyPosition(), thus also affecting the value of HomeRange(): the player executing
the passive offense external behavior chooses its location from a different range of possible
positions.
In addition to having the flexibility to switch to a different position, CMUnited-97 agents
also have flexibility within their positions. That is, the external behavior references the
internal state to determine a range of possible locations that are determined by the player’s
current position. However, within this range, the role does not specify the player’s precise
location. For example, in the passive offense external behavior (Eq. (1)), the player must
choose its TargetLocation from within the home range of its current position.
In the CMUnited multi-agent approach, the player positions itself flexibly such that it
anticipates that it will be useful to the team, either offensively or defensively. The agents
can exercise this flexibility within its external behaviors in two ways:
• opponent marking;
• ball-dependent positioning.
When marking opponents, agents move next to a given opponent rather than staying at
the default position home. The opponent to mark can be chosen by the player (e.g., the
closest opponent), or by the unit captain which can ensure that all opponents are marked,
following a preset algorithm as part of the locker-room agreement.
When using ball-dependent positioning, the agent adjusts its location within its range
based on the instantaneous position of the ball. For example, when the ball is on the same
side of the field as the agent, the agent tries to move to a point on the line defined by its
own goal and the ball. When the ball is on the other side of the field, the player adjusts its
position back towards its own goal.
6.1.4. Pre-planned set-plays
The final implemented improvement facilitated by our flexible teamwork structure is the
introduction of set-plays, or pre-defined special purpose plays. As a part of the locker-room
agreement, the team can define multi-step, multi-agent plans to be executed at appropriate
times. Particularly if there are certain situations that occur repeatedly, it makes sense for
the team to devise plans for those situations.
In the robotic soccer domain, certain situations occur repeatedly. For example, after
every goal, there is a kickoff from the center spot. When the ball goes out of bounds, there
is a goal-kick, a corner-kick, or a kick-in. In each of these situations, the referee informs
the team of the situations. Thus all the players know to execute the appropriate set-play.
A particular referee’s message is the trigger condition for each set-play. Associated with
each set-play role is a set-play behavior indicating a location on the field as well as an action
to execute when the ball arrives. The player in a given role might pass to the player filling
another role, shoot at the goal, or kick the ball to some other location. The termination
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Fig. 7. A sample corner-kick set-play. The dashed circles show the positions in the team’s current formation
and dashed arrows indicate the locations of the set-play roles—black circles—that they would fill. Solid arrows
indicate the direction the ball is to be kicked as part of each set-play role.
condition for each role is either the successful execution of the prescribed action or the
passage of a specified amount of time from the beginning of the set-play.
The locker-room agreement specifies that the roles in the current team formation are
mapped to the set-play roles in the way requiring the least movement of agents from
their position homes. That is F 7→ Rsp is chosen to minimize ∑spr∈Rsp Dist(r, spr) where
Dist(r, spr) is the distance from the home location of role r to the home location of its
associated set-play role spr. This assignment of roles to set-play roles is part of each agent’s
internal behavior.
For example, Fig. 7 illustrates a sample corner-kick set-play. The set-play designates
five set-play roles, each with a specific location, which should be filled before the ball is
put back into play. Based on the home positions of the current formation, each individual
agent can determine the best mapping from positions to set-play locations, i.e., the mapping
that requires the least total displacement of the 5 players. If there is no player filling one
of the necessary formation roles, then there must be two players filling the same role,
one of which must move to the vacant role. In the event that no agent chooses to do so,
the set-play can proceed with any single set-play role unfilled. The only exception is that
some player must fill the set-play role responsible for kicking the ball back into play.
A special-purpose protocol is incorporated into the set-play behaviors to guarantee such a
condition.
Once the set-play roles are filled, each player executes the action associated with its
set-play role as an external behavior. As illustrated by the player starting the corner-kick
in Fig. 7, a player could choose among possible actions, perhaps based on the opponent
positions at the time of execution. No individual player is guaranteed of participating in
the play. For example, the uppermost set-play position is there just in case one of the other
players misses a pass or shoots wide of the goal: no player will pass directly to it. Each
player leaves its set-play role to resume its former role either after successfully kicking the
ball, or after a pre-specified, role-specific amount of time.
The set-plays significantly improved CMUnited’s performance. During the RoboCup-97
simulator competition, several goals were scored as a direct result of set-plays.
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6.2. Communication paradigm implementation
In our teamwork structure, players are organized into team formations with each player
filling a unique role. However, players can switch among roles and the entire team can
change formations. Both formations and roles are defined as part of the locker-room
agreement, and each player is given a unique ID number. It is a significant challenge for
players to remain coordinated, both by all believing that they are using the same formation
and by filling all the roles in the formation. Since agents are all completely autonomous,
such coordination is not guaranteed.
In PTS domains with limited communication (as opposed to no communication) possible
during the dynamic, real-time periods, inter-agent communication can help the team stay
coordinated. Communication protocols defined in the locker-room agreement combine
with heard messages to trigger internal behaviors that alter the agent’s internal state.
This section describes the CMUnited-97 simulator team implementation of the commu-
nication paradigm presented in Section 5. All of the agent messages are of the format:
(CMUnited 〈Uniform-number〉 〈Encoded-stamp〉 〈Formation-number〉
〈Formation-set-time〉 〈Position-number〉 〈target〉 〈Message-type〉
[〈Message-data〉])
For example, player 8 might want to pass to player 6 but not know precisely where player
6 is at the moment. In this case, it could send the message (CMUnited 8 312 1 0 7
6 Where-are-you?). “CMUnited 8” is the sender’s team and number; “312” is the
〈Encoded-stamp〉, in this case an agreed-upon linear combination of the current time, the
formation number, and the sender’s position number; “1 0” is the team formation player 8
is using followed by the time at which it started using it; “7” is player 8’s current position;
“6” indicates that the message is for player 6; and “Where-are-you?” is a message
type indicating that a particular response is requested: the recipient’s coordinate location.
In this case, there is no message data.
All teammates that hear such a message update their internal states to indicate that player
8 is playing position 7. However only player 6 sets its response and response-flag
internal state variables. In this case, since the target is a single player, the communicate-
delay flag remains at 0. Were the message targeted towards the whole team or to a subset
of the team, then communicate-delay would equal:
• IF (my number > sender number)
((my number − sender number − 1)∗2)∗communicate-interval
• ELSE (((sender number− my number− 1)∗2)+1)∗communicate-interval
where communicate-interval is the time between audible messages for a given
agent (200 msec in the default soccer server). Thus, assuming no further interference,
player 8 would be able to hear responses from all targets.
Once player 6 is ready to respond, it might send back the message (CMUnited 6 342
1 0 5 all I’mat 4.1−24.5). Notice that player 6 is using the same team formation
but playing a different position from player 8: position 5. Since this message does not
require a response (as indicated by the “I’mat” message type), the message is accessible
to the whole team (“all”): all teammates who hear the message update their world states
to reflect the message data. In this case, player 6 is at coordinate position (4.1,−24.5).
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Were player 8 not to receive a response from player 6 before passing, it could still pass to
its best estimate of player 6’s location: should the message fail to get through, no disaster
would result. Such is the nature of most communication in this domain. Should there
be a situation which absolutely requires that a message get through, the sending agent
could repeat the message periodically until hearing confirmation from the recipient that
the message has arrived. However, such a technique consumes the single communication
channel and should be used sparingly.
Notice that in the two example messages above, both players are using the same team-
formation. However, such is not always the case. Even if they use common environmental
cues to trigger formation changes, one player might miss the cue. In order to combat such
a case, players update the team formation if a teammate is using a different formation that
was set a later time as detailed in Section 5. For example, if player 6’s message had begun
“(CMUnited 6 342 3 50 ...” indicating that it had been using team formation 3
since time 50, an internal behavior in player 8 would have changed its internal state to
indicate the new team strategy.
Other examples of message types used in our implementation of simulated robotic soccer
players include:
• request/respond ball location;
• request/respond teammate location;
• inform pass destination;
• inform going to the ball;
• inform taking/leaving position.
7. Results
Although the flexible teamwork and communication paradigm implementations are
merged into a single robotic soccer system, we are able to isolate the effects of
each contribution through controlled testing. This section presents empirical results
demonstrating the effectiveness of both main contributions of this article: the flexi-
ble teamwork structure and the low-bandwidth communication paradigm. In addition,
the results of the CMUnited-97 simulator team at the RoboCup-97 competition are
reported. 4
7.1. Teamwork structure results
The flexible teamwork structure improves over a rigid structure by way of three
characteristics: flexible positioning within roles, set-plays, and changeable formations.
We tested the benefits of the first two characteristics by playing a team with flexible,
changeable positions and set-plays against a “default team” with rigid positions and no
set-plays. The behaviors of the players on the two teams are otherwise identical. The
4 The teamwork structure and communication paradigm were subsequently implemented in the CMUnited-98
simulator team as well. The CMUnited-98 simulator team competed in the RoboCup-98 competition, winning all
eight of its games by a combined score of 66–0 to become the 1998 world champion simulator team [31,38].
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advantage of being able to change formations—the third characteristic—depends on the
formation being used by the opponent. Therefore, we tested teams using each defined
formation against each other.
Standard games in the soccer server system last 10 minutes. However, due to the
large amount of noise, game results vary greatly. All reported results are cumulative over
several games. Compiled statistics include the number of 10-minute games won, the total
cumulative goals scored by each team, average goals per game, and the percentage of time
that the ball was in each half of the field. The last statistic gives a rough estimate of the
degree to which each team was able to control the ball.
7.1.1. Flexible positions and set-plays
In order to test the flexible teamwork structure, we ran a team using ball-dependent
flexible positions with set-plays against one using rigid positions and no set-plays. Both
teams used a 4-4-2 formation. As shown in Table 3, the flexible team significantly
outperformed the default team over the course of 38 games.
Further experimentation showed that both aspects of the flexible team contribute
significantly to the team’s success. Table 4 shows the results when a team using flexible
positions but no set-plays plays against the default team and when a team using set-plays
but rigid positions plays against the default team, again over the course of 38 games. Both
characteristics provide a significant advantage over the default team, but they perform even
better in combination.
Table 3
Results when a flexible team plays against a rigid team. The
flexible team won 34 out of 38 games with 3 ties
(Game = 10 min.) Flexible and set-plays Default
Games won 34 1
Total goals 223 82
Avg. goals 5.87 2.16
Ball in own half 43.8% 56.2%
Table 4
Results when only using flexible positions and only using set-plays. Each individually works
better than using neither
Only flexible positions Only set-plays
(Game = 10 min.) Flexible Default (Game = 10 min.) Set-plays Default
Games won 26 6 Games won 28 5
Total goals 157 87 Total goals 187 108
Avg. goals 4.13 2.29 Avg. goals 4.92 2.84
Ball in own half 44.1% 55.9% Ball in own half 47.6% 52.4%
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Table 5
Comparison of the different formations. Entries in the table show the number of goals scored.
Total (and percentage) cumulative goals scored against all formations appear in the right-most
column
Formations 4-3-3 4-4-2 3-5-2 8-2-0 3-3-4 2-4-4 Totals
4-3-3 68–60 68–54 24–28 59–64 70–65 289–271 (51.6%)
4-4-2 60–68 68–46 22–24 51–57 81–50 282–245 (53.5%)
3-5-2 54–68 46–68 13–32 61–72 75–73 249–313 (44.3%)
8-2-0 28–24 24–22 32–13 27–28 45–36 156–96 (61.9%)
3-3-4 64–59 57–51 72–61 28–27 87–69 308–267 (53.6%)
2-4-4 65–70 50–81 73–75 36–45 69–87 293–385 (43.2%)
7.1.2. Formations
In addition to the above tests, we tested the various formations against each other, as
reported in Table 5. Each entry shows the goals scored for and against when a team using
one formation played against a team using another formation over the course of 24 10-
minute games. The right-most column collects the total goals scored for and against the
team using that formation when playing against all the other teams. In all cases, the teams
used flexible positions, but no set-plays.
The results show that the defensive formation (8-2-0) does the best. However, the total
goals scored when using the defensive formation is quite low. On the other hand, the 3-3-4
formation performs well with a high goal total.
This study allowed us to devise an effective formation-switching strategy for Robo-
Cup-97. Our team [34] used a 4-4-2 formation in general, switching to a 8-2-0 formation
if winning near the end of the game, or a 3-3-4 formation if losing. This strategy, along
with the flexible teamwork structure as a whole, and the novel communication paradigm,
helped us to perform well in the tournament, making it to the semi-finals in a field of 29
teams and out-scoring opponents by a total score of 67–9 [16].
We used this flexible teamwork structure on our real robot team [42] which won
the RoboCup small-size robot competition. Although developed in simulation, all of the
teamwork concepts apply directly to real robot teams as well. We were able to reuse the
developed approach directly from our simulator clients on the robots and immediately
achieve variable formations, flexible positions, and position switching.
7.2. Communication paradigm results
While contributing to the overall success of the CMUnited-97 simulator team, our novel
communication paradigm is also demonstrably effective in controlled experimentation. In
this section, we report results reflecting the agents’ robustness to active interference, their
ability to handle messages that require responses from multiple team members, and their
ability to maintain a coordinated team strategy.
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7.2.1. Robustness to interference
Relying on communication protocols involves the danger that an opponent could
actively interfere by mimicking an agent’s obsolete messages: since there is a single
communication channel, opponents can hear and mimic messages intended for teammates.
However, the 〈Encoded-stamp〉 field guards against such an attempt. As a test, we
played a communicating team (team C) against a team that periodically repeats past
opponent messages (team D). Team C set: 〈Encoded-stamp〉 = 〈Uniform-number〉 ×
(send-time+37). Thus teammates could determinesend-time by inverting the same
calculation (known to all through the locker-room agreement). Messages received more
than a second after the send-time were disregarded. The one-second leeway accounts
for the fact that teammates may have slightly different notions of the current global time.
In our experiment, agents from team D sent a total of 73 false messages over the course
of a 5-minute game. Not knowing team C’s locker-room agreement, they were unable to
adjust the 〈Encoded-stamp〉 field appropriately. The number of team C agents hearing a
false message ranged from 0 to 11, averaging 3.6. In all cases, each of the team C agents
hearing the false message correctly ignored it. Only one message truly from a team C
player was incorrectly ignored by team C players, due to the sending agent’s internal clock
temporarily diverging from the correct value by more than a second. Although it did not
happen in the experiment, it is also theoretically possible that an agent from team D could
mimic a message within a second of the time that it was originally sent, thus causing it to
be indistinguishable from valid messages. However, in this case, the content of the message
is presumably still appropriate and consequently unlikely to confuse team C.
7.2.2. Handling multiple responses
Next we tested our method of handling multiple simultaneous responses to a single
message. Placing all 11 agents within hearing range, a single agent periodically sent a
“where-are-you?” message to the entire team and recorded the responses it received.
In all cases, all 10 teammates heard the original message and responded. However, as
shown in Table 6, the use of our method dramatically increased the number of responses
that got through to the sending agent. When the team used communicate-delay as
specified in Section 6, message responses were staggered over the course of about 2.5
Table 6
The number of responses that get through to agents when re-
sponses are delayed and when they are not. When the team uses
communicate-delay as specified in Section 6, an average of
7.1 more responses get through than when not using it. Average
response time remains under one second. Both experiments were
performed 50 times
Number of responses Response time (sec)
Min Max Avg Min Max Avg
No delay 1 1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Delay 6 9 8.1 0.0 2.6 0.9
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Table 7
The time it takes for the entire team to change team strategies when a
single agent makes the decision. Even when the decision-making agent is
at the edge of the field (goaltender) so that fewer than half of teammates
can hear the single message indicating the switch, the team is completely
coordinated after an average of 3.4 seconds
Entire team change time (sec) Heard from
Decision-maker Min Max Avg Var Decision-maker
Goaltender 0.0 23.8 3.4 17.8 46.6%
Midfielder 0.0 7.9 1.3 2.8 80.6%
seconds, allowing most of the 10 responses to get through. When all agents responded at
once (no delay), only one response (from a random teammate) was heard.
7.2.3. Team coordination
Finally, we tested the team’s ability to maintain coordinated team strategies when
changing formations via communication. One player was given the power to toggle the
team’s formation between a defensive and an offensive formation. Announcing the change
only once, the rest of team had to either react to the original message, or get the news from
another teammate via other communications. As described in Section 6, the 〈Formation-
number〉 and 〈Formation-set-time〉 fields are used for this purpose. We ran two different
experiments, each consisting of 50 formation changes. In the first, a midfielder made the
changes, thus making it possible for most teammates to hear the original message. In
the second experiment, fewer players heard the original message since it was sent by the
goaltender from the far end of the field. Even so, the team was able to change formations
in an average time of 3.4 seconds. Results are summarized in Table 7.
7.3. RoboCup-97
The RoboCup-97 simulator competition was the first formal simulated robotic soccer
competition. With 29 teams entering from all around the world, it was a very successful
tournament.
It was in preparation for this competition that the team member agent architecture,
including both the flexible teamwork structure and the inter-agent communication
paradigm, was developed. Since competitions are not controlled experiments, their results
are not presented as scientific validation of our individual techniques. Such validation is
presented in Sections 7.1 and 7.2. However, qualitative evaluations and anecdotes from
these competitions can provide insights into the strengths and weaknesses of various
approaches.
Table 8 shows the results of CMUnited-97’s games in this tournament. CMUnited-97
won 3 of its first 4 matches by wide margins, with the other match being a close victory. Its
5th opponent, FCMellon, was also our own team and was identical to CMUnited except that
it did not use a flexible teamwork structure: players did not switch positions, did not use
flexible positioning of any sort, and did not use set-plays. Our goal in entering FCMellon
in the competition was to highlight the impact of our research contributions in CMUnited.
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Table 8
The scores of CMUnited-97’s games in the simulator league of RoboCup-97. CMUnited-97 won 5 of its 7 games,
finishing in 4th place out of 29 teams
Opponent Affiliation Score
(CMUnited-97–Opponent)
LAI Universidad Carlos III De Madrid, Spain 9–1
RM Knights Royal Melbourne Inst. of Tech., Australia 16–0
Kinki Kinki University, Japan 6–5
Team Garbage Collectors Justsystem, Japan 24–0
FCMellon Carnegie Mellon University, USA 6–0
AT-Humboldt Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany 0–6
ISIS Information Sciences Institute (USC), USA 1–2∗
TOTAL 62–14
∗ Lost by one goal in overtime.
Due to the results reported in Section 7.1, we expected CMUnited to win this game. Before
the game between CMUnited and FCMellon, FCMellon won its 4 games by a combined
score of 49–4.
The subsequent game was against the eventual tournament champion AT-Humboldt [5].
As described in Section 7.1, CMUnited-97 used a 4-4-2 formation in general, switching to
an 8-2-0 formation if winning near the end of the game, or a 3-3-4 formation if losing. The
triggers for these formation switches were defined as part of the locker-room agreement.
However, by the time CMUnited-97 played against them, it was clear from watching other
games that AT-Humboldt was the team to beat. Therefore, we altered the team’s locker-
room agreement so that it would adopt a more conservative, defensive strategy at the
beginning of the game. As a result, AT-Humboldt scored fewer goals against CMUnited-97
than it did against any of its other competitors. The 6–0 result might have been even closer
had CMUnited-97 not switched to the more offensive 3-3-4 formation near the end of the
game when it was losing in an attempt, though unsuccessful, to score some goals.
One of the main advantages of the AT-Humboldt team was its ability to kick the ball
harder than any other team. Its players did so by kicking the ball around themselves,
continually increasing its velocity so that it ended up moving towards the goal faster
than was imagined possible. Since the soccer server did not enforce a maximum ball
speed, a property that was changed immediately after the competition, the ball could
move arbitrarily fast, making it impossible to stop. With this advantage at the low-level
behavior level, no team, regardless of how strategically sophisticated, was able to defeat
AT-Humboldt.
Having lost in the semi-finals, CMUnited-97 then played in the 3rd-place game against
ISIS [41]. CMUnited-97 scored first in this game off of a corner-kick set-play. However,
ISIS equalized near the end of the game and the game went to overtime. ISIS scored to win
in what proved to be one of the more exciting matches of the tournament.
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8. Discussion and related work
This article has presented a team member agent architecture appropriate for PTS
domains. While the implementation described here is in robotic soccer, it is easy to see
how the architecture would apply to other sports, such as American football. In that case,
the synchronization opportunities are more frequent, but formations can change during
the course of a game, roles are defined with some flexibility so that agents can adjust to
opponent behaviors on the fly, and agents must communicate efficiently both between plays
on a drive and during plays.
There are several other examples of non-sports-related PTS domains. Having success-
fully developed and deployed an autonomous spacecraft [27], NASA is now interested
in multi-spacecraft missions, or constellations [30]. Since spacecraft pointing constraints
limit the communication both between the spacecraft and ground control and among the
spacecraft, the spacecraft must be able to act autonomously while still working towards the
constellations overall goal. Using interferometry missions—in which several spacecraft co-
ordinate parts of a powerful imaging instrument to view distant objects—as an example,
the locker-room agreement could be used to define several formations to be used for view-
ing objects that are at various distances or in different parts of the sky. Depending on the
relative locations of these objects, the various spacecraft might interchange roles as they
image different objects.
Search and rescue scenarios could also be formulated as PTS domains. If several robotic
agents are trying to locate victims in a remote disaster sight, they may have to act quickly
and autonomously. Nonetheless, before beginning the search, they could define several
formations corresponding to different geographical areas of focusing their search. Within
these formations, agents would need to be assigned flexible roles given that the precise
situation may not be known or may change unexpectedly. The agents might also agree, as
part of their locker-room agreement to switch formations either after a certain time or as a
result of some limited communication, perhaps from a unit captain.
Other PTS domains that could be applications for the team member agent architecture
are hospital/factory maintenance [9] and battlefield combat [40]. Network packet rout-
ing [4] could also be formulated as a PTS domain if the network nodes are permitted to
freely use network bandwidth during periods of otherwise low usage. They could then
exchange policies and feedback with regards to network performance.
The remainder of this section summarizes the previous work most closely related to the
teamwork structure and communication paradigm as presented in this article and gives an
overview of previous research in the robotic soccer domain.
8.1. Teamwork structure
Two popular multi-agent teamwork structures, joint intentions [7] and shared plans [13],
consider a team to be a group of agents that negotiate and/or contract with each other in
order to initiate a team plan. The team forms dynamically and stays in close communication
until the execution of the plan is completed. In contrast, the teamwork structure presented
in this article supports a persistent team effort towards a common high-level goal in the
face of limited communication.
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The concept of the locker-room agreement facilitates coordination with little or no
communication. Although it has been claimed that pre-determined team actions are not
flexible or robust to failure [40], the locker-room agreement provides a mechanism for pre-
defining team actions with enough flexibility to succeed. In particular, set-plays are pre-
determined team actions that can be executed without the need to negotiate or use extensive
inter-agent communication: the locker-room agreement provides enough flexibility that the
agents are able to seamlessly assume the appropriate roles.
While we use the term “formation” to refer to the largest unit of the teamwork structure,
soccer formations are not to be confused with military-type formations in which agents
must stay in precise relative positions. Despite this dual usage of the term, we use it because
formation is a standard term within the soccer domain [18]. For an example of a multi-agent
system designed for military formations, see [3].
Castelfranchi classifies different types of commitments in multi-agent environments [6].
In this context, locker-room agreements can be viewed as C-commitments, or commit-
ments by team members to do the appropriate thing at the right time, as opposed to
S-commitments with which agents adopt each other’s goals. In the context of [8], the cre-
ation of a locker-room agreement is norm acceptance while its use is norm compliance.
Within the framework presented in [24], the architecture is for interactive software and
hardware multi-agents.
As mentioned in Section 3, the concept of behavior in the context of our team member
agent architecture is consistent with that laid out by Mataric [22]. There, “behavior”
is defined as “a control law with a particular goal, such as wall-following or collision
avoidance”. Behaviors can be nested at different levels with selection among lower-level
behaviors consisting of a higher-level behavior. Similarly, internal and external behaviors in
our system maintain team coordination goals, physical positioning goals, communication
goals, and environmental information goals (such as knowledge of where the ball is). These
behaviors are combined into top-level internal and external behaviors.
8.2. Communication paradigm
Most inter-agent communication models assume reliable point-to-point messages
passing with negligible communication costs. In particular, KQML assumes point-to-point
message passing, possibly with the aid of facilitator agents [10]. Nonetheless, KQML
performatives could be used for the content portions of our communication scheme. KQML
does not address the problems raised by having a single, low-bandwidth communication
channel.
When communication is reliable and the cost of communication relative to other actions
is small, agents have the luxury of using reliable, multi-step negotiation protocols. For
example, in Cohen’s convoy example [7], the communication time required to form and
maintain a convoy of vehicles is insignificant compared to the time it takes the convoy to
drive to its destination. Similarly, message passing among distributed information agents is
typically very quick compared to the searches and services that they are performing. Thus,
it makes sense for agents to initiate and confirm their coalition while guaranteeing that they
will inform each other if they have trouble fulfilling their part of the joint action.
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With only a single team present, a situation similar to the one considered here is
examined in [21]. In that case, like in the soccer server, messages sent are only heard
by agents within a circular region of the sender. Communication is used for cooperation
and for knowledge sharing. Like in the examples presented in the soccer domain, agents
attempt to update each other on their own internal states when communicating. However,
the exploration task considered there is much simpler than soccer, particularly in that there
are no opponents using the same communication channel and in that the nature of the task
allows for simpler, less urgent communication.
Although communication in the presence of hostile agents is well studied in military
contexts from the standpoint of encryption, the problem considered here is not the same.
While any encryption scheme could be used for the message content, the work presented
here assumes that the adversaries cannot decode the message. Even so, they can disrupt
communication by mimicking past messages textually: presumably past message have
some meaning to the team that uttered them. Our method of message coding based on
a globally accessible clock circumvents this latter problem.
Even when communication time is insignificant compared to action execution, such as
in a helicopter fighting domain, it can be risky for agents to rely on communication. As
pointed out in [39], if the teammate with whom an agent is communicating gets shot
down, the agent could be incapacitated if it requires a response from the teammate. This
work also considers the cost of communication in terms of risking opponent eavesdropping
and the benefits of communication in terms of shifting roles among team members.
However, the problems raised by a single communication channel and the possibility of
active interference are not considered, nor are the challenges raised when communication
conflicts with real-time action.
Another approach that recognizes the danger of basing behaviors upon multi-step
communication protocols is ALLIANCE [26]. Since a primary goal of this work is fault-
tolerance, only broadcast communications are used. Agents inform each other of what
they are currently doing, but never ask for responses. In ALLIANCE, the team uses
time-slice communication so that each agent periodically gets exclusive use of the single
communication channel.
A possible application of our communication method is to robots using audio
communication. This type of communication is inherently single-channel and low-
bandwidth. An example of such a system is the Robot Entertainment Systems which uses
a tonal language [11]. Agents can communicate by emitting and recognizing a range of
audible pitches. In such a system, the number of bits per message would have to be lowered,
but the general techniques presented in this article still apply.
Another example of such a communication environment is arbitrarily expandable
systems. If agents are not aware of what other agents exist in the environment, then all
agents must use a single universally-known communication channel, at least in order to
initiate communication.
8.3. Robotic soccer
Many other robotic soccer systems have been developed both in simulation and with
real robots. Using a simulator based closely upon the Dynasim system [28], we previously
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used Memory-based Learning to allow a player to learn when to shoot and when to pass the
ball [32]. We then used Neural Networks to teach a player to shoot a moving ball into the
goal [36]. In the soccer server, we then layered two learned behaviors to produce a higher-
level multi-agent behavior: passing [35]. Also in the soccer server Matsubara et al. used a
Neural Network to allow a player to learn when to shoot and when to pass [23] (as opposed
to the Memory-based technique used by us for a similar task). The RoboCup-97 simulator
competition included 29 teams, many of which demonstrated novel scientific contributions,
particularly in the field of multi-agent learning [16].
Robotic soccer with real robots was pioneered by the Dynamo group [29] and Asada’s
laboratory [2]. Recent international competitions have motivated the creation of a wide
variety of robot soccer teams [14,16].
Most previous research, both in simulation and on real robots has concentrated on
individual skills with little attention paid to team coordination. A rare exception is [19] in
which team coordination is evolved using genetic programming. Unfortunately, no general
teamwork structure can be extracted from this work as it is evolved in a domain specific
setting.
9. Conclusion
In this article, we introduced a flexible teamwork structure for periodic team synchro-
nization (PTS) domains and a communication paradigm effective in domains with low-
bandwidth, single-channel, unreliable communication.
The teamwork structure allows for multi-agent tasks using homogeneous agents to be
decomposed into flexible roles. Roles are organized into formations, and agents can fill
any role in any formation. Agents dynamically change roles and formations in response
to changing environments. The teamwork structure includes pre-planning for frequent
situations, and agents act individually, but keep the team’s goals in mind. This flexible
teamwork structure builds upon our team member agent architecture, which maintains
both an internal and world state, and a set of internal and external behaviors. Coordination
is achieved through limited communication and pre-determined procedures as part of a
locker-room agreement.
In domains with low-bandwidth, single-channel, unreliable communication, several
issues arise that need not be considered in most multi-agent domains. We have identified
these issues and presented a communication paradigm which successfully addresses these
challenges. Like the teamwork structure, the communication paradigm is defined within
the locker-room agreement.
Both the teamwork structure and the communication paradigm are situated within a
team member agent architecture. The locker-room agreement is a central component of
this architecture.
We presented a full implementation of our innovations in the simulated robotic soccer
domain. Our flexible teamwork structure approach was developed in simulation and
subsequently also successfully used on real robots. Using this teamwork structure as well
as the presented communication paradigm, the CMUnited-97 simulator team made it to
the semi-finals of RoboCup-97. The real robot team, using the flexible teamwork structure,
won the small-size, real-robot, RoboCup-97 world championship.
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